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would you do if you had three months to live Thats what Dante
King faces, the indecisive twenty-two-year-old who must finally
learn to embrace life and love. Tick to the Tock is a
Contemporary New Adult Novel about Dante coming-of-age
during turbulent times. A story inspired by love, but with the
gritty realities of regret, missed opportunity, and
understanding lifes meaning under dire circumstance. But a
single mind isnt affected on this journey, as an eclectic group
comes to terms with the past, present, and what lies ahead.
Dante must confront and accept his fate, but can he let go of
Danni: his lost love and kindred dreamer With his rationally
stubborn cousin, and eccentric best friend, Dante witnesses a
life of dream and wonder: embarking across Europe, tackling
Tibet, travelling Australia, and defeating each lifelong wish
one-by-one. Follow this coming-of-age roller coaster as four
lives change forever. Were only given one, but its never too late
to understand faith, discover acceptance, and uncover the true
meaning of love and happiness. Dante will die, but not before...
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R eviews
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent go through. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like
just how the author publish this book.
-- Musta fa McGlynn
Complete guideline! Its this kind of great read through. It is probably the most incredible pdf i actually have read
through. Its been developed in an extremely straightforward way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this book
through which actually modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- B er yl La ba die I
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